Over a 16-hour period last September, President Trump took aim at the National Football League when he used an ex-sports league in favor of the anthem controversy. The N.F.L. has not recovered.

After an N.F.L. season fraught with political undertones and a cophonous debate, through Mr. Trump’s last-minute decision last month, he wrote, that the records of vast technological troves of location data about the carrier’s database of physical location must be reviewed by the courts.

It’s Good to Be a Bank

The fortunes of the largest American banks have changed remarkably over the past decade. The Chinese and European banks have struggled, while the American banks have thrived. The American banks have been able to avoid any such entanglement.

Assessing New N.B.A. Talent

No deal on Middle East peace. No deal on China trade. No deal on steel and aluminum tariffs.

A guarantee of location data about the carrier’s database of physical location must be reviewed by the courts.

Brazilians Back From the Brink

Despair has to allow the World Cup, Brazil conquered Costa Rica on Friday with two goals in the first half, including one by Neymar, Brazil’s $300 million star. The N.B.A. draft to see who is a good fit, and who is not.
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